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iSofter DVD to iPad Converter is a professional and easy-to-use DVD to iPad movie
converter software for Apple iPad users , which helps you to rip and convert DVD movie to
iPad H.264, MPEG-4, MP4 videos in different resolutions (1280*720, 720*480, 640*480) on
your iPad with high speed.

It can also extract and convert DVD audio to iPad MP3, AAC and M4A audios with excellent
quality.

Key Features

Optimized profiles

With optimized profiles, you can convert DVD Movie to iPad Video or any other MP4 player or
format only one click

External codec Support

Our program can use external codec’s power feature to optimize the output video quality

Vob Scan support

With vob scan support you can open ifo file’s or rip your vob file to any video format

Direct convert DVD to iPad. (Some other software will convert DVD to avi, then
convert avi to iPad, that waste lots of time. We only need one step, direct convert
DVD to iPad.).
Up to 4x faster than other software
Fully optimized for dual core, Hyper-thread processor. The first software and the only
software available on the market that supports dual 100% CPU usage in high quality
DVD video conversion.
Optimized for SSE2/SSE/MMX/3DNow! and graphics card acceleration.
Dolby, DTS Surround audio support
High quality video in H.264 and MPEG-4 format. Support iPad to TV.
Easy video crop and aspect ratio adjustment
Subtitle and audio language change through DVD menu.
Easy video splitting, customizing video quality and size before conversion.
Support almost all kinds of DVD to iPad Movie / iPad Video format (MP4 format)
support various iPad video size including H.264 video: up to 768 Kbps, 320 x 240, 30
frames per sec., Baseline Profile up to Level 1.3 with AAC-LC up to 160 Kbps, 48
Khz, stereo audio in .m4v, .mp4 and .mov file formats; MPEG-4 video: up to 2.5 mbps,
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480 x 480, 30 frames per sec., Simple Profile with AAC-LC up to 160 Kbps, 48 Khz,
stereo audio in .m4v, .mp4 and .mov file formats

System Requirements

PII processor and above, 128MB RAM
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